NATALIE HALL IS AN ASPIRING FASHION DESIGNER WHO DISCOVERS SHE’S
‘FIT FOR A PRINCE,’
A NEW, ORIGINAL MOVIE PREMIERING MARCH 6, ON HALLMARK CHANNEL
STUDIO CITY, CA – February 5, 2021 – Natalie Hall (“You’re Bacon Me Crazy,” “Charmed”)
and Jonathan Keltz (“Cardinal,” “Reign”) star in “Fit for a Prince,” a new, original movie
premiering Saturday, March 6 (9:00 pm ET/PT), on Hallmark Channel.
For several years Cindy Cordella (Hall) has quietly been the creative force behind elite
fashion designer Rebecca Raslyn’s (Paris Jefferson, “Departure”) creations coveted by celebrities
and socialites. Their latest high-profile job is designing gowns for the ladies of the Hamilton
family, who are hosting a charity ball. Things get interesting for Cindy when Prince Ronan (Keltz),
in town to attend the gala as his family is longtime friends of the Hamiltons, visits the shop asking
for something to wear that defies the “stuffy royal” standard. Ronan is obviously smitten with
Cindy – as well as impressed by her design talent – and the two become closer as they spend
more time together…much to the chagrin of Julia (Melinda Michael, “The 100”), Ronan’s intended
date for the ball. An unfortunate turn of events the day before the big event renders the gowns
unwearable, leaving Cindy with no choice but to start from scratch. With some surprising help,
she pulls an all-nighter and miraculously finishes in the nick of time. Cindy rushes her new designs
to the Hamiltons, unaware she’s about to experience a night that will change her life and get her
happily ever after.
“Fit for a Prince” is from Johnson Production Group. Timothy O. Johnson, Andrew C. Erin
and Michael Vickerman are executive producers. Joseph Wilka serves as co-executive producer.
Hayden Baptiste is producer. Marita Grabiak directed from a script by T. Booker James.
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